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YOUR PARTNER
We are exclusive agents for various companies that produce 
plastics processing and manufacturing machines and equip-
ment and other peripheral equipment. KMS is also an agent 
for state-of-th-art metalworking equipment.

The company KMS, d. o. o., is a trusted provider of comprehensive solutions. We advise you on the choice of 
machine and other peripheral equipment, as well as on the processing and metalworking technology that is 
right for you. Our sales support team comprises five professionally qualified employees. We also provide regular 
training programs both at home and abroad.

KMS’s success is built around our well-organized and effective repairs and servicing division. Our repairs and 
servicing team is available to our customers every single day of the week. Most spare parts for our machines are 
delivered within 24 hours after ordering. Our repairs and servicing team is made up of 12 professionally trained 
service technicians. We boast short response times for machine repairs, and all our repairs are completed to the 
highest standards.

KMS operates in Slovenia, Croatia, and Bosnia and Herze-
govina. In these markets, we carry out sales activities and 
provide service support.

A trustworthy partner.
Yesterday. Today. Tomorrow.

www.kms.si



> Deployment of new technologies
> Increased added value of products
> Improved competitiveness for our customers

YOUR
BENEFITS

OUR
GOALS

> All-in-one-place solutions
> Technical support and advice
> Commissioning of equipment
> Efficient service support with   
   fast supply of spare parts



Plastics processing machinery and equipment
We are agents for KraussMaffei, machinery specialist based in Munich, Germany, the 
only company whose product range covers the three major technologies: injection 
molding, extrusion, and reaction processing. We also supply our customers with LWB 
rubber molding machines, as well as all equipment needed to run an integrated pro-
duction process such as Motan Colortronic dosing and conveying systems, Achberg 
silos, Single temperature control units, Sepro robots and manipulators, Netstal high-
speed injection molding machines, and ONI industrial cooling and heat recovery
systems.

PLASTICS
PROCESSING



KraussMaffei GmbH, based in Munich, Germany, is a world-leading man-
ufacturer of injection molding, reaction process, and extrusion 
machinery.

Everything you need – from new technological processes such as Spin Form, Twin Form, to hydraulic, hybrid and 
all-electric machines. The three main groups – CX, PX, GX and MX series – cover respective areas that allow the pro-
duction of virtually any product, from standard to special-requirement products. KraussMaffei holds a significant 
share in the manufacturing of large machinery and the production of machinery for the automotive industry. It 
also provides turnkey solutions for the automation of production processes.

INJECTION MOLDING MACHINES 

www.kraussmaffei.com



Technology
The four clamping cylinders operate in perfect symmetry for an even distribution of the clamping force. The fully 
hydraulic clamping system with integrated drive cylinders allows fast and dynamic opening and closing move-
ments.

Two-platen clamping unit
KraussMaffei´s two-platen clamping unit is compact, fast and easy to maintain, with excellent platen parallelism, 
which results in improved mold lifespan. In addition, there is also generous free space in the ejector area. The dis-
engaged clamping system for the moving platen allows easier access to the ejectors during mold installation and 
adjustment.

The CX series comprises injection molding machines with small and medium clamping 
forces. It boasts a high degree of flexibility and cost-effectiveness and exceptional quality of 
manufactured parts. CX series machines are available with clamping forces ranging from 
350 to 4,200 kN.

cx



Px

Technology
Impresivna karakteristika serije PX su precizno izrađeni sofisticirani proizvodi, jer im pomažu MC6 kontroler i ser-
vo-električni upravlja svim pokretima u željeni podesivi položaj. Velika dinamičnost i maksimalna energija iskorište-
nost su dio standardne opreme.

Operating principle
The new series of all-electric machines has a modular design and supports many different combinations that will 
satisfy even the most demanding customers. The all-new clamping unit with a 5-point double toggle enables 
fast and accurate closing, providing increased rigidity, flexibility, dynamic range, and efficiency. The newly 
designed electric injection unit allows the manufacturing of a wide variety of products; optionally, you can 
choose the geometry, quality and length of the screw to fit your needs, and you can also choose between three 
different basic injection speeds.

The PX series comprises electric injection molding machines with small and 
medium clamping forces of up to 3,200 kN.
It features a high degree of flexibility, cleanness of production, and exceptional
quality of precision parts.



Technology
KraussMaffei´s MX machines make up a major share of all large-scale injection molding machines sold. They are 
available with clamping forces ranging from 10,000 to 55,000 kN. Despite the high clamping force, they are com-
pact and efficient and boast short cycles and high production outputs. At the heart of the MX series is the two-plat-
en clamping system. The moving platen is designed as a cube-shaped structure reinforced with compact ribs to 
prevent the platen from bending. The generous clearance between the support elements allows even the largest 
molds to remain perfectly parallel during opening and closing movements. MX is the fastest machine
in its class available in the market today.

MX series machines are the next generation of the highly successful MC series. Thousands 
of supplied MC series machines are a sure testament to the top quality of its upgrade – the 
MX series.

Mx



Gx

Technology
GX series injection molding machines represent a new approach and dimension to injection molding. At the heart 
of the GX series is a two-platen clamping system with quick guide locking. High production output is ensured by 
the choice of an injection unit, and the GX series machines&#39; modular design allows full automation as an 
option.

Clamping unit
The machine´s rigidity is achieved through strong clamping platens. The moving platen is designed as a cube-
shaped structure reinforced with compact ribs to prevent the platen from bending. The generous clearance be-
tween the support elements allows even the largest molds to remain perfectly parallel during opening and clos-
ing movements. The system for simultaneous hydraulic locking and releasing of all 4 guides at once ensures the 
shortest dry-cycle times.

The GX series machines are bestsellers among injection molding machines 
with clamping forces ranging between 4,000 and 13,000 kN. Compact and 
efficient, they feature a special clamping unit with quick guide locking for short 
cycle times and high productivity.



REAcTION PROcESS
KraussMaffei s standard product range, which comprises mixing heads, dos-
ing machines and polyurethane processing units, has been expanded since 
2005 with a mold shop and product processing systems. With these addi-
tions, the company has become an all-round systems supplier for various 
industries, particularly automotive, construction, and white goods.

    KraussMaffei has the right technology and machine for your product. 



PRODUcTS

Mixing heads
The mixing head is a key component in reaction processing – in it, PUR system components are mixed by kinetic 
energy. The mixture is then injected into a mold. KraussMaffei offers a broad selection of mixing heads with differ-
ent capacities tailored to varied production requirements and process parameters.
Components and systems
KraussMaffei offers all molds and plants for the injection of polyurethane into molds and for the insulation of 
housings: oval conveyor systems, heavy-duty rotary tables, presses for making panels and doors, masks and cores 
for refrigerator housings, manipulators and robots for mixing heads…
Automotive components systems
KraussMaffei designs and manufactures reaction process molds and cutting systems in close cooperation with its 
customers.
Automotive testing
KraussMaffei ;s accredited automotive testing laboratory performs functional and durability testing and quality 
testing under reproducible conditions in a controlled environment.
Technological processes
Building on its extensive knowledge of production processes and its experience in their application, KraussMaffei 
has the right technological process for your production: CCM – Clear Coat Molding, LFI, PSM – PUR Spray Molding, 
RRIM – Reinforced Reaction Injection Molding, RTM – Resin Transfer Molding, SkinForm, Skin Spray C.A.E., flexible 
punching and cutting, Slush Molding, and more.

KraussMaffei offers a wide range of dosing machines and systems for reaction pro-
cessing,



KraussMaffei production range – RUBBER
> units for the production of rubber, TPE and silicone profiles and hoses;
> units for the manufacturing of high-pressure hoses;
> systems for cladding rollers and tubes with various rubber compounds;
> AUMA rotary presses for simultaneous laminating and vulcanizing of multiple
   rubber bands;
> V-belt production systems;
> extruders and extrusion lines for road tire components and technical rubber
   products.

cOMPREHENSIVE ExTRUSION SOLUTIONS
KraussMaffei Berstorff offers comprehensive solutions for extrusion, from raw material to final product. 
In close cooperation with its customers, it develops and manufactures individual components and 
complete production lines for the extrusion of plastics, silicone and rubber for use in the chemical, 
automotive, construction and furniture industries.

www.kraussmaffei.com



KraussMaffei production range – PLASTICS
> twin-screw extruders with a screw diameter of 25 to 324 mm for performing various tasks in the manufacturing  
   and processing of plastics and other basic materials;
>  components and extrusion lines for the production of standard and special pipes;
> conical and parallel 32D series twin-screw extruders, single-screw extruders and coextruders for integrated 
   extrusion systems;
> special solutions for extrusion of window profiles and small- and medium-sized technical profiles;
> units for the production of plastic films and sheets;
> extrusion systems for physical foaming of PS, PE, PP and other high-temperature resistant polymers such as PET,  
   PEI and PES;
> calender systems for PVC-U and PVC-P films;
> single-screw extruders for degassing melted masses in the production of plastics, with capacities of up to 74 t/h.

Did you know?
KraussMaffei;s Quickswitch system allows you to
change the extruded pipe dimension in just minutes
to save both time and material. In the extrusion of
foam core PVC pipes, material consumption can be
reduced by as as much as 20%.

20%



> individual and central vacuum conveying systems for the  
   supply of material to drying silos and processing machines
> high-performance individual and central dry air drying 
   systems
> crystallization systems
> volumetric mixing and dosing units
> gravimetric mixing and dosing systems for granulates, 
   powders, liquids…
> continuous and batch dosing systems
> flow rate measurement systems
> intelligent process control and automation

Motan Colortronic Group is the world&#39;s leading provider of peripheral equipment, units and systems 
for the plastics manufacturing and processing industry. It offers comprehensive solutions for materi-
al flow automation, from systems for individual machines to complex integrated systems for injection 
molding, extrusion, blow molding, compounding, “In-Line” applications and the chemical industry.

In the areas of storage, drying, conveying, mixing 
and dosing of plastics, it offers:

MATERIAL FLOW AUTOMATION
TECHNOLOGY AND SYSTEMS FOR THE
PLASTICS INDUSTRY

www.motan-colortronic.com

&quot;To help our customers 
become more efficient and in
turn more competitive in the 
market.&quot;

All equipment from Motan 
Colortronic Group,
from individual pieces of 
equipment to complex central 
systems,



Motan Colortronic Group follows a clear philosophy:
“ To help our customers become more efficient and in
turn more competitive in the market”.

equipment from Motan Colortronic Group,
from individual pieces of equipment to complex central systems, 
sets industry standards in terms of operational efficiency.



HIGH-SPEED PLASTICS INJECTION
MOLDING MACHINES

ELION Serier
> Low energy consumption, high performance.
> User-friendly, efficient operation.
> Speed, precision, reliability, user-friendliness: these are the
   characteristic features of the ELION series.

ELIOS Series
> Upgrade of the successful EVOS series
> Developed to address the demands for large-scale 
   production of thin-walled products in a very short time
> Its patented dual drive design ensures maximum 
   performance with low energy consumption
> Its newly developed clamping unit system enables smooth   
   and remarkably quick movements of very large and heavy 
   molds (e.g. 7,500 kN heavy mold – dry cycle 1.9 sec).
> Clamping forces: 4,500 – 7,500 kN

www.kraussmaffei.com



ONI Rhytemper® temperature control systems                                               
ONI Rhytemper® temperature control system ensures optimal mold temperature control specifically tailored to 
the injection molded product. Through continuous monitoring, the system guarantees product quality, process 
stability and the shortest production times and keeps production scrap to a minimum. ONI Rhytemper® tem-
perature control system ensures optimal temperature conditions in each of the mold&#39;s cooling circuit. This 
system may also help shorten production times – in practical applications by 18%, in some cases even by 40%.

INDUSTRIAL COOLING AND HEAT 
RECOVERY SYSTEMS
ONI-Wärmetrafo Gmbh has a 30+ years&#39; history of developing innova-
tive energy-saving solutions. The spectrum of users of ONI systems is very 
impressive, from small to mid- sized businesses to large global corporations.

ONI cooling systems provide efficient and reliable cooling in the plastics manufacturing and processing industry, 
metal processing and metalworking, food industry, medicine and chemistry. ONI cooling system&#39;s sophisti-
cated design helps reduce the electricity costs of running a compressor cooler by as much as 80%. Their cooling 
units capacities range from 5 to 150,000 kW.

Glavne prednosti
> shorter production times thanks to optimal cooling of machines and molds;
> lower cooling costs due to reduced load on compressor coolers;
> constant cooling water temperature;
> long service life thanks to advanced design and tried-and-tested components;
> efficient process cooling with standalone coolers;
> possibility of waste heat recovery;
> quick return on investment.

www.oni-rhytemper.de



BULK MATERIAL STORAGE EQUIPMENT

Aluminium, stainless steel, or fabric silos,    
including filters, discharging aids, level measurements, explosion protection measures, suction boxes, shut-off valves and 
dosing devices.

Bag emptying and silo loading stations   
are used for automatic or manual emptying of bags with material and for loading silos by means of pneumatic conveying.

Storage containers for bulk material, 
koji je u obliku granula i praha koriste se u raznim proizvodnim područjima. Iz modularnog sustava može se odabirati 
which comes in the form of granulates and powders, are used in various areas of manufacturing. Thanks to the modular 
system, you can choose from a range of containers with different properties: made of aluminium or stainless steel, round- 
or square-shaped, with a volume from 150 to 5,000 L, stationary or mobile, and more. We are happy to help you choose 
the right one for your particular needs.

Bigbag handling systems
Siloanlagen Achberg offers standardized and special versions of bigbag handling systems. It also offers an extensive range 
of accessories as well as adaptations to the conveying system – regardless of whether you use vacuum- or pressure-driven 
or mechanical conveyors for loading or emptying.

www.achberg.eu.com



RUBBER INJECTION MOLDING MACHINES
LWB Steinl Gmbh, based in Altdorf, Germany, is a trusted manufacturer of rubber injection molding 
machines. In its 30-year history, the company has developed state-of-the-art machines tailored to 
produce a wide variety of rubber end products.

Horizontal machines
LWB Steinl offers horizontal rubber injection molding machines with clamping forces ranging from 500 to 4,500 
kN. Machines with clamping force of up to 1,000 kN, from the HC range (C-class), are designed without tie bar 
support. Machines with 4,500 kN clamping force, from the HS range, are available in 4-column design.

Vertical machines
VP-class: Special machines with vacuum-driven operation to facilitate complete evacuation of the mold cavity.
VC-class: Vertical C-frame design with tiebarless configuration, special version for injection molding of corner 
                 joints for extruded profiles.
VS-class: Conventional 4-column design with optimal control panel height.
VR-class: Designed with extremely rigid frame and outstanding price-performance ratio. A conventional machine   
                for manufacturing rubber-to-metal parts and large-surface seals, which require excellent platen stability.

> Rubber injection molding machines
   This group comprises vertical and horizontal
   presses with clamping forces ranging from 200 to 8,000 kN.
> Batch-Off lines
    Lines for further processing of products.
>  Special-purpose machines
>  Injection molding machines for elastomer, TPE, Polyvale

www.lwb-steinl.com



The most widely used are TK and K series water-operated temperature control units with a temperature range of 
up to 180°C. Also available are DM and D series oil-operated temperature control units with a temperature range 
of up to 350°C.
Single offers a rich variety of temperature control units. We can offer you special-purpose designs tailored to your 
specific requirements. A team of experts work on continual development, improvement of characteristics and 
creative design, thanks to which the company ranks among the top providers of temperature control and cooling 
technology.

TEMPERATURE CONTROL UNITS
SINGLE Temperiertechnik Gmbh, based in Hochdorf, Germany, has developed a 
range of efficient temperature control units that are essential to achieving optimal 
results in plastics processing.

www.single-temp.de



Sepro product range comprises:
> simple sprue pickers for machines with clamping forces ranging from 25 to 150 tonnes: SR 55, SR 65, SR 85.
> special-design robots tailored to specific customer needs.
> SUCCESS: a line of 3-axis robots for simple PICK &amp; PLACE applications with clamping forces 
   of 20-1000 tonnes.
> STRONG: a line of 3-axis robots for simple unloading operations with clamping forces of 700-2800 tonnes.
> S5 LINE: the ideal industrial robot – a line of 3-axis robots for machines with clamping forces of 30-800 tonnes.
> S7 LINE: a new generation for automation on large plastics injection molding machines. The S7 line is designed 
   primarily for the needs of the automotive industry, with clamping forces ranging from 700 to 5000 tonnes.

Sepro is an extremely reliable partner, whose guiding principle is to foster good long-term relationships with suppliers. It keeps

developing new generations of robots which are efficient, easy to operate and feature a sleek design. Sepro&#39;s latest achievement 

is its IV generation robots.

ROBOTS AND MANIPULATORS
French-based company SEPRO Robotique specializes in the automation of plastics 
injection molding machines. One-third of all KraussMaffei machines installed in Slo-
venia are equipped with Sepro manipulators and robots.

www. sepro-group.com



Metalworking machinery and equipment
We offer Behringer bandsaws and circular saws, Behringer Vernet steel profile ma-
chining equipment, Heller CNC metalworking machines, Spinner lathes and machin-
ing centers, Röders HSC machines, and Brother high-speed machining centers.

METAL
WORKING



With an exceptional depth of development in design, control and drive technology, the Röders HSC machines 
are optimized for the highest possible performance in terms of machining precision, surface quality and 
dynamics.

RXP machines
are the result of Röders&#39; many years of development of HSC machines. With 
several patents and optimization of individual solutions, these machines feature low-
wear characteristics and energy-saving linear motors and deliver the highest possi-
ble precision, dynamics and surface quality across numerous areas of application.

RXU machines
have triple stiffness compared to the RXP machines. A totally new design of the
portal construction, with QUADROGUIDE® concept (with four guides), optimizes
the transmission of the forces from the 4 corners of the Z axis via the Y carrier
onto the massive bridge. This results in high roughing capacities and long-lasting
tool life. Powerful linear motors in all axes achieve highest dynamics and precision.

HIGH SPEED CUTTING (HSC) MACHINES

RHP machines
combine modern direct drive technology with hydrostatic guide paths. These
machines achieve the highest possible precision, geometric accuracy and shock
absorption. As a result, the RHP machines are ideal for the production of (smooth)
optical surfaces, particularly when the machine is equipped with the ultra-precision 
air bearing spindle RSA-60.

RXS machines
have been developed for applications where short machining times are the number 
one priority. As with the RXP series, the moving axes are constructed in stiff lig weight 
aluminium design. Additionally, significantly larger motors in the linear and rotary 
axes have been integrated, which results in dynamic movements with up to 
3 g acceleration.

www.roeders.de



BEHRINGER Gmbh, based in Kirchardt, Germany, is a manufacturer 
of leading- edge metal cutting band saws. State-of-the-art technolo-
gy ensures high cutting precision, easy adjustment, speed and safety. 
BEHRINGER saws are also distinguished by outstanding construc-
tion, which guarantee a long service life.

Behringer”s core product range includes:
> high-throughput saws with double guides,
> angle/miter saws,
> automatic cutting lines,
> block-cutting saws.

SAWING MACHINES

www.behringer.net



Behringer Eisele 
Behringer Eisele Gmbh is the absolute specialist when it comes to cutting profiles from ferrous and non-ferrous 
alloys. The current sawing technology offers cutting operations completed in a matter of seconds.

Behringer Eisele;s trademark are extremely rigid machines distinguished by outstanding wear-resistant construc-
tion design. Thanks to their exceptional stability, their saws deliver high-precision cuts, which in turn also results in 
a longer service life of the saw blade.

Behringer Vernet 
Vernet Behringer specializes in the construction and production of metalworking machines. It boasts a very wide 
range of machines for the structural steel industry.

Behringer Vernet product range
> Profile machining linesFor drilling, sawing or punching and dividing of all profile types 
   (H profiles, rectangular and angular hollow sections, flats).
> Angular profile machining lines VP and VF lines allow punching and dividing of angular  
   hollow sections.



CNC METALWORKING MACHINES 
Gebr. Heller Maschinenfabrik Gmbh, based in Nürtingen, Germany, 
is a leading provider of machining centers essential particularly for 
the automotive, aerospace and electrical industries.

HF series
The HF line is a new line of 5-axis machines. They are available with a pallet or only a table.
HF machines are versatile and suitable for machining individual pieces, for batch machining, for 
machining in the heavy engineering industry and in the automotive industry.
HF machines are designed so as to allow the workpiece to be transferred from the side onto 
the setup plane or alternatively directly onto the rotary table.
Tool shank: SK40/HSK63
                     SK50/HSK100

In addition to CNC machining centers, Heller also offers automation systems and high-flexibility and high-output 
machines for the manufacturing of drive shafts, crankshafts and camshafts.

LIfetime
productivity

www.uk.heller.biz



new solutions for your chellenges

timeles service benefits

lifetime productivity

H series machining centers
> The H series is based on a machine built around the idea of a high degree of standardization, through which an  
   excellent price-performance ratio is achieved along with a high level of quality.
   Tool shank: SK50/HSK100.
> The flexible configuration of the H 2000 and H 4000 machining centers delivers a high milling capacity, 
   making them suitable for machining both large and smaller batches.
>  Boasting optimal reliability and high precision, the compact high-performance H 5000 and H 6000 models    
    are also available, which can be equipped with an optional pallet system at the customer&#39;s request.
>   The H 8000, H 10000 and H 14000 series are designed for larger and heavier workpieces.



Spinner machines comprise an extensive product range for metalworking 
applications and are suitable for large companies and small workshops 
alike. Spinner’s recognizable features are reliability, high precision, speed, 
efficiency, and highly responsive service and repair resources.

SPINNER Werkzeugmaschinenfabrik Gmbh, based in Sauerlach near Munich, Germany, manufactures CNC mill-
ing and turning machines. It is a mid-sized enterprise with an annual output of about 1,200 CNC machines. It is 
trusted by many renowned manufacturers of high-precision workpieces located in more than 40 countries 
worldwide.

CNC METALWORKING MACHINES

www.spinner-wzm.de



CNC lathes
> SB, PD series – small-sized precision lathes.
> TC series – universal CNC lathes.
> TTS series – lathes with three turrets.
> TTC series – lathes with two turrets.

CNC machining centers
> U series – universal 3-, 4- or 5-axis machining centers.
> VC series – high-speed machining centers.



Flexido is a manufacturer of standard flexible robot cells. The main 
advantage of Flexido cells is their flexibility and ease of use. They can be 
used for the automation of various production processes, and the great-
est potential lies in robot cells designed for tending CNC machines and 
plastics injection molding machines.

Individual modules can be extended and retrofitted, which allows the same cell to be used on another machine, 
for different production processes, for small and large batches.
Thanks to the design of the Flexido cells, most of the programming of the robotic arm and the operation of other 
equipment integrated into the cell is carried out already in the production phase so that only minor fine-tuning 
is needed upon installation at the customer’s site.

STANDARD FLEXIBLE ROBOT CELLS

We make automation 
easier.

www.flexido.eu



Flexido cells come in two sizes: 
FLEX 7 and FLEX 20.

The following optional equipment is available for 
both cell sizes:

>  Infeed systems: pallet system, magazine system, hoppers;
>  Outfeed systems: pallet system, conveyor belt;
>  control modules (cameras, sensors);
>  part air blasting module;
>  part cleaning (washing) module;
>  deburring module;
>  engraving module;
>  automatic door opener;
>  hydraulic part gripper;
>  remote servicing module.



New on the market is the compact SPEEDIO machining center, which is 
based on BROTHER’s innovative technologies. Delivering high productiv-
ity, it is particularly suitable for businesses running mass production.

HIGH-SPEED MACHINING CENTERS

SPEEDIO increases production output of mass-produced parts such as car parts, motorcycle parts and elec-
trical industry products.

www.brother.com



S300X2 / S500X2 / S700X2 / S1000X2
3-axis high-speed machining centers, optional integration of additional axes to the table.

R450X2
An addition to the SPEEDIO series, this new model comes with a pallet changer as standard equipment. 
It boasts overwhelming productivity.

R650X1 / R650X2 
allows the mounting of large jigs, which is not possible on conventional machines.

M200X3 / M300X3
A compact multi-tasking machine equipped with turning and tilt axes. It also supports lathing operations. Work-
piece turning and machining processes are achieved through one-time chucking. It delivers high productivity 
across the entire range of (versatile) metalworking operations.

F600X1
A vertical center that boasts outstanding robustness.



The investment is co - financed by the Republic of Slovenia 
and the European Union from

European Regional Development Fund.



+386 (0)4 251 61 50
+386 (0)4 251 61 55

info@kms.si
www.kms.si

KMS d.o.o.
Poslovna cona A 34
Si-4208 Šenčur
Slovenija


